New Eagland
Patriots
2016 Recap
Want a testament to the efficiency of the New England offensive machine that gets all
its players involved? En route to winning the Super Bowl, only one Patriots player finished
in the top 10 at his position last year (LeGarrette Blount as the RB8). The next highest
ranked player was Tom Brady at QB16. Let that sink in...Brady almost finished in the
top 15 with a four game deficit! The next highest scoring Pat was Julian Edelman, who
barely missed the top 20 at his position. If you took a chance on Brady and survived the
first four weeks, you likely enjoyed playoff success. If you took Gronk early, you probably
failed. – Cole Hoopingarner
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Dion Lewis
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NO)
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TE1
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99.0

TE25

TE2

Dwayne Allen (w/
IND)

101.2

TE23

Stephen Gostkowski 108.0

K13

Patriots
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RB2
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K
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Tom Brady
Tom Brady missed the first four games of
the 2017 season due to his involvement in
Deflategate and finished as the 16th ranked
QB in Club Fantasy scoring. Had he played
those four games and scored his average
fantasy points per game, he’d have finished
as the 4th ranked QB. At this point, is there
really anything you can say about arguably the
greatest quarterback to ever play the game?
He’s been a top 5 fantasy quarterback in every
Tom Brady, QB
season in which he’s played a full slate since his rookie year and it looks like he’s getting
better! Top that off with the signings of Brandin Cooks, Dwayne Allen, and Mike Gillislee
and you’ve got a recipe for another top 5 finish in 2017.
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“

Rodgers, Brees, and Brady.
That about sums up the
upper echelon at the QB
position. But you can wait
at QB. Seriously. Adding a
QB like Brady traditionally
thins out your roster and you
miss out on depth at other
important positions. But it’s
hard to argue with someone
for investing in the

G.O.A.T.

“

Since there’s no real debate about Brady’s
potential, we have to question his draft value
- is he worth your 2nd or 3rd round pick? We
at Club Fantasy typically do not advocate
spending an early pick on a top 5 QB,
especially in 2017 with all the possibilities for
mid-tier quarterbacks to take giant leaps. The
QB position is loaded with potential and while
you’d certainly get 100 more points from Brady
by season’s end than someone like Jameis
Winston or Marcus Mariota, the depth at other
key positions where you’ve got to start two
players outweighs Brady’s potential. I like Brady
and other top 5 QBs this year for managers
who own early draft picks (1st-4th picks). If you
have the first pick and can grab David Johnson,
Zeke, or Le’Veon Bell, then swing a top 15 WR
in the 2nd and Brady in the 3rd, that may set
you up for glory - or failure if you have to deal
with one or multiple injuries. Brady will get you
your points. You just have to decide if it’s worth
the risk. – Cole Hoopingarner

– The Hudsonian

Rob Gronkowski
Gronk had a frustrating 2016. It
all started with his likeness being
plastered on the cover of Madden,
so you knew it would inevitably be
a rough season. I’m pretty sure no
one thought it’d be THAT rough.
25 catches for 540 yards and 3
TDs. Those numbers look like
they’re from a tight end’s senior
year of college and he’s about to
turn pro. Certainly not numbers
worthy of the almighty Gronk. But
that’s what happens when you
only play half the games on the
Rob Gronkowski, TE
schedule. If you extrapolate those
numbers over a full season, he goes over 1,000 yards and likely has more than 6 TDs he’s never scored less than 10 TDs in a season in which he’s played 11 games or more.
So what should fantasy owners expect heading into 2017? Hard to say because Gronk
hasn’t played a full season since 2011. But let’s look at the law of averages. Since his
rookie season in 2010, Gronk has finished as TE12, TE1, TE4, TE15, TE1, TE1, and
TE25. When he has a bad season, it’s immediately followed by 2 great seasons. Brady is
hitting age 40, and the Patriots decided to go for broke and surrounded Brady with more
weapons than a platoon in Afghanistan. Gronk and Edelman will be joined by newcomers
Brandin Cooks, Dwayne Allen, and more running backs than we can count. Even with
the added weapons, Brady trusts Gronk, so if he remains healthy, I think it’s safe to say
Gronk should look for 11 TDs and approach 1,000 yards, which will easily get him into
the top 3 alongside Travis Kelce and Greg Olsen. – The Hudsonian

“

“

There may be plenty of receivers in New
England, but only one monster in the end
zone. As Gronk says, “Yo soy fiesta.”
– Cole Hoopingarner
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“

“

The only real threat is the plethora of weapons at
Brady’s disposal. But there’s no doubt - Cooks is the
most talented receiver on the team and it’s not close.
Draft him with confidence.
– Cole Hoopingarner

Brandin Cooks
This is by far my most favorite acquisition of the entire offseason by any team in the
league. Brandin Cooks was so underutilized in New Orleans, Sean Payton should be
ashamed of himself. Cooks has all-world speed, runs solid routes and isn’t shy about
going over the middle. He could be OBJ in the Patriots offense. Let’s look at Tom Brady
over the last 10 years. He’s had a grand total of ONE legitimate number one WR. No,
I’m not counting receivers like Wes Welker, Deion Branch and Julian Edelman. They may
qualify as number ones on the Patriots, but on any other team - as witnessed when
Branch left the Patriots - they’re nothing more than a number two at best.
That one WR? Randy Moss. In two years with Moss, excluding 2008 when Brady
missed the season with a torn ACL, Moss had 181 catches on 298 targets for 2,797
yards and 36 TDs. In two frickin’ years! Now, I’m not saying Cooks is Moss - not sure
anyone ever will be - but Cooks can beat defenses like Moss, runs better routes than
Moss, and has a significantly better attitude than Moss. Cooks will have some frustrating
games, much like he did in New Orleans because the Patriots have so many weapons,
but they don’t get WRs with this kind of talent very often. Cooks will be a legitimate WR1
in Club Fantasy scoring, and quite
frankly, any scoring format you use
(but really, why aren’t you using Club
Fantasy scoring?!?). Don’t get hung
up on the dome/grass and home/
away splits that seem to dominate
the discussion on Cooks - if Brees
struggles, so will his weapons. I
anticipate numbers in the range of
80+ catches, 1,200+ yards and 8+
TDs, which should easily keep Cooks
in top 10 territory, where he finished as
WR7 in 2016. – The Hudsonian

Brandin Cooks, WR
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2017 Preview
If Tom Brady and Rob Gronkowski stay healthy you can expect at least 10 touchdown
connections between the two. That leaves roughly 20 touchdowns for Brady to throw to
his other receivers. Enter Brandin Cooks, the criminally underutilized wide receiver who
should finally get his due in New England. That’s another 10 right there. Julian Edelman
will remain a key component of moving the chains, but his status as a PPR monster will
likely diminish with the arrival of Cooks. You can also expect the stable of running backs
(James White, Dion Lewis, and Mike Gillislee) to catch their share of TDs. Moral of the
story: there’s lots of love to spread around here, but the players you want as your starters
are Brady, Gronk, and Cooks. – Cole Hoopingarner

Team Schedule
Week 1: vs. Kansas City Chiefs

Week 10: @ Denver Broncos

Week 2: @ New Orleans Saints

Week 11: vs.

Week 4: vs. Carolina Panthers

Week 13: @ Buffalo Bills

Week 3: vs. Houston Texans
Week 5: @ Tampa Bay Bucs
Week 6: @ New York Jets
Week 7: vs. Atlanta Falcons

Week 8: vs. Los Angeles Chargers

Oakland Raiders

Week 12: vs. Miami Dolphins
Week 14: @ Miami Dolphins

Week 15: @ Pittsburgh Steelers
Week 16: vs.Buffalo Bills
Week 17: vs. New York Jets

Week 9: BYE WEEK
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